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Introduction
What spectrometers do, and how they do it, rely on complex technologies applied to abstruse principles
of physics or chemistry. But that doesn’t mean that spectrometers should be complicated to operate.
In most widely used energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (ED-XRF) instruments, for example, analysis
results for each element in a sample are displayed in percentages, or in parts per million (ppm). The user
then further interprets these numbers to arrive at a conclusion or make a process decision. These kinds
of quantitative analytical metrics are often needed for complex or challenging analyses that a powerful
spectrometer may undertake. However, in many other applications — including numerous production and
research analyses in chemicals, cosmetics, primary metals production, plastics, and oil & fuel — precise
quantification is not actually necessary, or helpful.
In many cases, all that’s really required of even a high-performance analyzer is a qualitative result, such
as a positive material identification (PMI): “Yes, that’s this alloy grade.” In others, the only result the user
needs is the closest match within a preconfigured database: “That’s (probably) from Supplier C.”
This paper focuses on a tool designed to answer these needs with a refined combination of speed,
simplicity, flexibility, usability, and analytical power: Ident software from SPECTRO Analytical Instruments.
[Availability note: XRF Analyzer Pro software incorporating Ident comes standard with all current ED-XRF SPECTRO
XEPOS, SPECTROCUBE, SPECTRO MIDEX, and SPECTROSCOUT analyzers. Ident may also be available as an upgrade
to older instruments. Consult your SPECTRO representative.]

Identification: the traditional method
XRF spectrometer software typically identifies elements present within a sample by
determination of signal from the elements in the measured spectra. An identification can
be done based on the calculated concentrations. But if the samples contain many elements
or do not contain detectable elements at significant concentrations, an identification can
become rather complex. Comparing each concentration to those of the same element in
another sample can make finding a particular source for one sample a daunting — and timeconsuming, and error-producing — task.
Another approach is performing a principal component analysis of the full spectra measured
from that sample. However, sometimes only tiny differences between spectra may be
observed, rendering identification difficult.
So generally, identification/comparison analyses may consume a considerable amount of
time and effort. Worse, they may present challenges to users in extracting and interpreting
the most relevant information.
Spectrometer manufacturers have made some progress in addressing these problems by
developing “fingerprint” capabilities within their software.
One recent case involved a “geoforensic passport”1, when buyers seeking to rule out raw
materials from ethically compromised sources needed to quickly analyze gold doré samples
to pinpoint their origin in a specific mine or area. An XRF analyzer performed a principal
component analysis, using ad-hoc calibration of 20 elements with 120 standards in attempting
to develop a signature for each site. The method allowed some clustering of sample groups
to suggest common origin points.
1. https://www.lbma.org.uk/articles/geoforensic-passport-to-validate-origin-of-dor%C3%A9
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However, acknowledging that this first step might not produce reliable results in all cases, the
method included more elaborate fallback testing on a much more complex, expensive MCICP-MS analyzer — not exactly a quick and easy solution. In addition, tiny changes in sample
composition can preclude dependable identification during the XRF fingerprint step.

Identification: a fresh approach
SPECTRO experts decided to refine existing approaches. They would design a new module
within their XRF Analyzer Pro operating software, with enhancements aimed at providing the
kind of easy yet powerful identification and comparison that users demanded.
A classical principal components analysis looks at the overall spectrum but does not consider
tiny important differences. It also suffers if some elements in the sample can have a larger
spread in concentrations by nature.
To detect even tiny differences that might elude solutions such as the passport method,
the software would compare information from all defined regions of a spectrum against the
samples in the database. For greater resolution in clustering results, the more parameters the
better (see diagram). Using multiple regions within each spectra would deliver many more
relevant parameters. This would allow more than 100 points to characterize a sample: ideal
for identifying different sources or suppliers.
Graphics showing an example using three parameters (only)
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Finally, the module’s built-in flexibility would permit operators to define the scope of
allowable differences. For example, larger limits might help detect possible contamination,
while smaller differences might help distinguish among multiple suppliers.
Result: SPECTRO’s Ident software.

Identification: the Ident difference
The Ident module is contained within the latest versions of SPECTRO’s XRF Analyzer Pro
operating software, utilized in several SPECTRO energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (ED-XRF)
spectrometers.
Designed per “voice of customer” requests, it aims to combine speed, simplicity, flexibility,
usability, and analytical power for identification tasks. Compared to more elaborate techniques
traditionally used, the software is built to deliver relevant results — requiring little or no
interpretation — in seconds or minutes.
Users employ Ident when a quantitative result showing elemental concentrations (in %, ppm,
mg/m2, ...), is not required but a qualitative result such as a positive material identification, or
the closest match within a database.
Ident’s use factors include:
• No required calibration of certified reference samples. The user simply supplies relevant
initial samples to build the database; the software examines the measured spectra, and
creates a fingerprint for each sample. Going forward, every newly introduced sample can
be swiftly fingerprinted, and compared to the rest of the database.
• Easy validation. Instead of validating each calibration for each element in each matrix,
users simply check all samples of the database against each other and see the outcome.
• Positive ID or match. Depending on user preference, Ident can deliver a positive material
identification or a match / no match result.
• Difference checks. Regions of interest and maximum deviation factors can be optimized.
The software can thus display areas of the spectra with the largest differences.
• Wide elemental range. Ident can actually identify samples containing elements other than
those in the standard range from fluorine (F) to uranium (U) that are directly detectable with
XRF. For example, examining the full spectra, the information from backscatter radiation
can be used to differentiate samples with no significant concentrations of the element
range listed above, for example samples with and without oxygen (O) content.
• High confidence. SPECTRO’s spectrometer designs provide rather clean spectra for
the software to analyze. This enables higher-confidence identification and matches.
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How Ident works
The software presents the user with several simple identification options:

Match
• Analyze all relevant samples into database
• Analyze new sample with given sample name to verify match to original sample
• Software shows match / no match to reference sample
This can be used, for example, to determine whether two samples with the same item number
are identical.
Search
• Analyze all relevant samples into database
• Analyze new sample
• Software searches reference samples, identifies closest matches
This returns a list of similar samples in the database, in descending order of matching quality.
Search and Match
• Combination of both above
The most commonly used mode, this matches the unknown sample to known samples from
the database and returns a list of other possible hits, displayed in the measurement window.
Search If No Match
• Combination of both above
This matches the unknown sample to known samples from the database. If no match can be
achieved, the software conducts a search to identify other possible hits.
In all the above, if a match is found — a checkmark is displayed next to the plate number in
the analysis software for convenient instant identification.
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As previously mentioned, whether or not a positive match is found, the software can also
display areas of the spectra with the largest differences. This can be used for purposes such
as identifying possible contaminants. (See example.)

A difference of the manganese (Mn) signal in red pigments based on iron oxide indicates
contamination.

An Ident extra: the Automatic Program Finder
As an additional element of functionality, Ident can be combined with an automatic program
finder (APF) that can eliminate the need for manual method selection.
Based on its initial match to a given element or elements in its database, the APF software
submodule can associate that match with a specific calibration method. Then users have the
option to use automatic matrix matching calibrations to determine the right analytical method
to apply. This lowers the risk of selecting the wrong method for a quantitative analysis.
For example, in compliance screening, the software can determine whether the sample
is plastic, steel, brass, zamak alloy, etc., and select the optimal method for a compliance
test. For oxidic raw materials, prepared as fused-bead, it can choose the best method for
limestone, bauxite, feldspar, etc. And for fuels identification, the software can automatically
select diesel or biodiesel analysis. In all these applications and more, the operator avoids the
need to select the method manually.
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Ident applications
Ident is a good match to many applications, with clear benefits for environment, social,
and corporate governance (ESG) concerns; geoforensics; supply chain integrity; and batch
control of outgoing material.
A few of the many areas where Ident functionality can furnish simple user solutions:
• Engine wear: aeronautics. Nobody produces certified reference debris particles. So when
an airline wants to identify which aircraft engine parts are hotspots for engine wear, their
identification software uses elemental fingerprints to identify the most hard-wearing culprits
from a list of component alloys.

• Incoming inspection: coke. To simplify sorting of coke piles by useful characteristics (calorific
value, ash content, etc.), a primary steel producer needs to identify samples from different
suppliers. So the software compares samples’ spectra, and flags differences in various
regions that enables identification of each supplier — and often, of individual batches.

• Geoforensics: gemstones. When concerned about conflict minerals, a buyer uses the
software to plot a simple 2D diagram. It distinguishes gemstones mined for example in
Mozambique from those originating in Tanzania, by comparing fingerprint concentrations
of chromium and iron.
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• Incoming inspection: cosmetics. Inspectors at a cosmetics company may not care about
a small difference in element concentration — but in their incoming raw materials, it’s
critical to know the difference between titanium oxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO). Personal
inspection won’t work: they’re virtually identical white powders. But Ident can make a
positive material identification in shortest time.

• Outgoing inspection: pharmaceuticals. A pharmaceutical manufacturer must be ultracareful about the drugs it ships. In outgoing batches of infusion solutions, is the liquid in
the bags sodium chloride (NaCl) or potassium chloride (KCl)? With Ident, the company can
build a database of hundreds of components in their products, and check outgoing samples
for simple matches instead of calculated concentrations.

• Compliance inspection: petrochemicals. Is a fuel sample diesel or biodiesel? Ident can
perform a simple PMI check by analyzing for biodiesel’s ester, which contains oxygen, as
compared to diesel’s mineral oil, which does not. Again, XRF units can’t directly measure
oxygen to obtain an elemental concentration — but Ident can see the backscatter in the
spectrum that nevertheless allows a simple identification.
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CONCLUSION
Users looking to XRF spectrometers for quick and easy answers without elaborate analyses requiring complex interpretation can now access a new generation of refined identification tools.
For example, SPECTRO’s Ident software allows positive material identification, simple matching comparisons among
samples from multiple sources, and automatic method selection. All these can provide fast, trouble-free access to
highly relevant results across a range of analytical applications.
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